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is a unique opportunity for foster care parents and

foster care workers to explore the many complex aspects

of the foster care delivery system.

is a training program designed to be comprehensive in its

approach to educating those people most important to the

success of foster care.

is specially designed in 3 hour sessions to meet the

varying learning and educational needs of foster care

providers.

is designed to foster "a partnership of skill" to effect
quality care for families and children in distress.

is offered, in specific levels, as upper-division college
classwork in the Social Work Department done in concert
with the Division of Continuing Education at Colorado
State University.

is a collaborative project with the Colorado Department
of Social Services and supported with funds from Title
IV-E and Colorado State University.
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empowerment people taking responsibility to
understand their own capacity to do what
they truly believe must be done for the
well being of themselves and others;

the awareness by oneself and others that
individually and collectively *we do make
a difference' and then acting on that
reality that making a difference means
living connected with each other and the
physical worlds not in a state of
alienation or isolation

family
democracy the experience of family where family

members (of all ages and as appropriate
to their developmental ability) openly
and actively participate in the decision-
making processes that influence the
growth and development of the family

1
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1 . Through an individually-oriented creative exercise,

trainees will explore aspects of individual

empowerment.

2. Trainees will gain a deepened understanding of
empowerment into family processes using the concept

of family democracy.

3. Through training materials and case study, trainees
will learn how people-oriented skills can be more
empowering.

2
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This module addresses empowerment in

three areas: personal empowerment,
family empowerment, and empowerment
skill development for foster parents
and caseworkers.

Dr. Marie Chavez (1990) recently
defined empowerment as "a process of
recognizing one's own strength using
their inherent strengths to set one's
own agenda and subsequently make
constructive changes to improve one's
life."

Webster defines empowerment as

follows: "to give authority to : to
authorize." Empowerment therefore
implies giving something to someone.
This giving can come from within and
from with out. Both are important.

Giving from within means that we can
and actually must give ourselves love,
caring, nurturing, and safety. We must
also use the many experiences
available to us to expand our
awareness of our self in the world:
appreciating the arts, music, creative
thought, for example.

Giving from with out is available when
we allow ourselves to give what we
have within us to others such as
family members, friends, colleagues
and others who we bring into our lives
either for a short time or a much
longer time.

I1xAdalAWL1a.gurAILIR
Exercipe:

Do Part at #1, of
Exercise #1
entitled "Imagining :

Confinement and
Empowerment."
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One of the important aspects of
empowerment is that it is a =Ana (a
doing or a set of experiences) not an
end or an end product. This means
that in the doing sometimes we meet
stumbling blocks, experience
injustices, and work hard to contain
the important goals that empowerment
offers us. WO must, therefore,
sometimes focusing less on where we
expect to go, or what we expect to
attain.

Empowerment is a process that happens
over time. In some situations when We
actually feel un-empowered, we respond
or react by trying to be over-
powering. When we feel un-empowered we
usually feel afraid, weak, anxious,
and a type of fear that we do not want
to admit.

Personal empowerment is experienced in
relation to oneself with others. We
say that this is an interactional
phenomenon between people and people
and institutions. The interaction
takes place with

1) the self

2) other immediate family and
reference groups such as
work, church, recreation,
etc.

3) the living environment--
flora, fauna, art, music,
etc.

4 and with some form of higher
spiritual power.

4
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This process can and needs to raise
people from despondency, repression,
oppression, and separation. Moving
oneself to the empowering stance means
gaining an awareness of hopefulness
and faith in oneself and others.

This process affects people's
perception of themselves and how they
feel about themselves. In other words
it is a consciousness raising
experience in which the individual can
gain a new sense of dignity. This
process needs to offer the individual
the opportunity to gain some control
and autonomy over their life.

Empowerment also requires personal
responsibility. As one chooses to
empower themselves in their daily life
activities, the empowering person must
work to share that experience with
others around him/her. When we bring
this sense of responsibility to
professional practice with people, we
then suggest that professional foster
care providers, for example must
accept themselves as empowering people
if they are to share in that process
with those with whom they work.

In Exercise #1, we ask training
participants to explore the dynamics
of empowerment by drawing pictures
that depict the personal experience
and feelings of empowerment and
confinement.

! 1

5

Individual & Group
Activity:

Do Part A, #2 of
Exercise #1 entitled,
"Imagining: Confinement
and Empowerment."
Discuss your drawings
in small groups or as a
large group.
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The trainers will go step by step through this exercise using as

much time as needed for participants to be able to crayon four (4)

separate pictures. Each trainee should be given a choice of

several crayons and paper for these drawings.

1. Without worrying about your artistic ability,

take a few moments to simply draw any animal

that comes to your mind, drawing that animal

in a confined state.

2. On the reverse side of your paper, draw your

animal freed from its confinement.

Either in small groups or as a whole, discuss your drawings and the

differences in the two drawings.

PANI:trit 13

1. Take a few moments and draw a family whose

members are restricted and closed in their
relatedness.

2. On the reverse side, draw this family freed

from their confinement, restriction(s),
limitation(s), etc., thus empowered.

Again, either in small groups or as a whole, discuss your drawings

and the differences in the two drawings. Consider your own
insights in the process of your discussion.

6 12
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Families and their members thrive in

an environment where there are many
opportunities for choice-making and

opportunities to affirm family

members. Family democracy is an

intentional form of family function

because democracy is intentional.

Family democracy is not a covert or
imaginary way of family life. Parents

and other adult family members

continually create experiences where
democratic actions can be experienced
by children and adults alike.

Sometimes families withhold
opportunities for making choices, even

simple choices, like "What should we
have for dinner?". As a result family

members may become apathetic, even
listless because of the inactivity and
powerlessness they come to experience.

Empowered families teach and then
demonstrate and apply what we would

call "family democracy." What we mean

by this is that family members-- of
all ages and as appropriate
developmentally, openly and actively
participate in the decision-making and
problem solving processes in their
families. This involvement and
ownership of the process influences

the on-going maintenance and growth of

the family.

1.3
7

Individual -or Group
Activity:

Do Part 8, #1 of
Exercise fl entitled,
"Imagining: Confinement
and Empowerment."
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Some basic components of family
democracy include:

a) How families make rules, up-
date rules, and change rules
during the life of the
family

b) How family members maintain
open and free flowing
communication patterns

c) How members of the family
can exercise their rights
within the family, rights
such as the right to
personal privacy, the right
to choose their likes and
dislikes, etc.

d) How families accept their
responsibilities to the
principles of a democratic
family process.

We have come to recognize that
families are not always able to
guarantee they will not meet crises
and severe stress. We believe that
those families that seek growth for
the family members individually
collectively may move through these
periods of stress with less long-term
debilitation. The family that
experiences the crisis of one member
becoming seriously ill, requires a
family where there is comfort for
various members to accept new
responsibilities and where there is an
openness to discuss the effects of
traumatic changes on family members.

8 14
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What are the benefits of family

democracy? Most families who attempt

a democratic family model find that
their family members feel free to
express themselves and are more
willing to risk offering different
ideas and to try new things. If

children are given opportunities that
fit their capabilities, they

experience mastery of life skills

useful in their school, club, and

church organizations. Family
democracy offers a model for growing
children to best understand American
democracy and their role in that
societal process.

Are there problems exercising
individual rights and responsibilities
and collective rights and
responsibilities?

We hear foster children in their hurt
and anger tell us that "I don't belong
to you" or "You're not my parent."
One of the major responsibilities of
family members is to be open and
honest about feelings, etc. yet not
intentionally hurtful and destructive
to oneself or others.
So, as foster children express their
feelings, this must be understood as a
right and responsibility, yet they are
not allowed to intentionally hurt
others or become a danger to
themselves or others.

9
1 5

Imitividual/Group
Activity:

Do Part B, #2 of
Exercise #1.
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Another area that often gets
challenged in family democracy is the

issue of collective wants versus

individual wants. Note that the
"wants" was used instead of rights.
There are wants we all have that are
not rights! Within the Writ of
family democracy, individual and
collective wants must be negotiated
and a consensus reached.

Before ending these thoughts around
family democracy, we might ask where
does discipline fit when placed side
by side with our discussion of family
democracy? If we recognize that
discipline is a process of parental
structuring and modeling of correct
actions appropriate to a child's age
and development, then a parent's use
of discipline is not in conflict with
these notions of family democracy.
Discipline is a needed process to
guide and direct children in their
growth process. Family democracy is a
process that teaches and influences
how children learn and grow.

Therefore, both processes--family
democracy and discipline are important
family tools for healthy family growth
and development and child(ren) growth
and development.
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LECTURETWE #3

One of the early questions the
Fostering Families project staff
asked, when we discussed empowerment
was whether empowerment practice
required different Skills or, was.it
more accurate to say that our basic
helping skills would be different if
we understood, believed and embraced
an empowering stance personally and
professionally. Our answer to this
question came clearer as we worked.

First, we thought through what were
key ideas if we were going to accept
empowerment in a change process with
clients, families, or children. Very
recently, the Cornell Empowerment
Group (1989) built a set of
assumptions about the empowerment
process. Box 1 shows these ten
assumptions. These assumptions tell
us that we must begin with very basic
beliefs in the humanness of all living
things and that our understanding of
individual empowerment became the
basis for empowerment practice.

Second, we recognized that as we moved
from this set of assumptions, some
basic principles emerged. Chart A
presents these seven (7) key
principles. These principles are
important when considering empowering
other people. These should be read
through making comments as time
permits.

n

Individual & Group
activitvi_

Examine Box 1 entitled
"Assumptions Underlying
T h e Empowerment
Process." Then read
Chart A , "Key
Principles f o r
Empowering People in a
Change Process." Make
comments a s time
permi ts .
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1. All individuals have strengths.

2. Diversity (race, gender, family form, age, physical and
mental ability, sexual orientation) is positively
valued.

3. Human beings develop through interaction with a number
of environmental systems, which can be specified. The
behavior of individuals, groups and nations must be
subordinate to the demands imposed by the global
physical environment for sustainability.

4. A truly democratic society is organized to provide all
people with choices; and the power to exercise those
choices.

5. The deficit model of family assistance, in which people
must demonstrate inadequacy in order to become eligible
for support, is counter-productive, and competes with
the empowerment process.

6. An understanding of the history of a given culture,
including the traditions associated with role
allocations, is indispensable to determination of
appropriate strategies for reducing inequality.

7. Women are particularly burdened with inequities
regarding the work assigned them in traditional role
distributions, and these burdens have usually increased
as a result of new role assignments (work and community
responsibility outside the home) without relief from
traditional roles.

8. Issues of power are central to resource distribution
and, therefore, to family support.

9. Power is covert as well as visible.

10. People in helping roles have power, and participate in
the distribution of resources. One goal of empowerment
is a redistribution of valued resources.

Cornell Empowerment Projects (1989). Empowerment Through Family Support.
Networking..bulletin, empowerment and family support. 1(1), 1-12.
Ithica, NY: Cornell UniversitY.

12 /8
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CHART A

1. Working with any person seeking and needing change
because of personal crisis requires engaging the person
actively in the process of change.

2. Empowerment requires that the person seeking change be
involved in understanding, assessing, analyzing,
choosing, planning, acting, and evaluating themselves in
this process.

3. To empower others is to be personally involved in the
process of empowerment.

4. An empowering stance requires professional compassion,
patience, empathy, and a loyalty to the person -in-change.

5. The empowerment process is not harder or more time-
consuming, rather, empowering a person in the helping
process can becomes faster route to healthful growth and
development for a person in change.

6. Using empowerment principles can improve one's
professional skills and techniques. There are not,
however, uniquely different skills in order to empower
people. Empowering people can be done with any skill or
techniques in the change process.

7. Empowered people feel good about themselves. They
believe they can affect their lives successfully.

1Reference: Initially developed by Aona S. Schatz and Lowell
Jenkins, 1989, later embedded in an article entitled "Empowering
the Parents of Children in Substitute Care: A Training Model," by
Mona S. Schatz and William Bane, to be published in Child Welfare,
forthcoming.

13 4
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Each of the following four (4) charts illustrates a specific basic
practice skill area. Specific components of the skill are listed

in the middle column. The last column offers ideas for enhancing
the skill area toward a more empowered process. The empowerment
skill process list is not complete. Consider what others you might
add as you read through each chart.

Mall Area
for _Practicet

components_of_Skill Eggigrumfint

iiraLlsw_ligarnins Emma

Interviewing Listening

Responding

Paraphrasing

Summarizing

Interviewee -
Interviewer
Experience

the interview
comfort with the

Stopping own self-talk

Validate the person
Pay attention to their
words

Use words and examples
that fit person's context

Reflect back situation
and meaning of event(s)

Identify/recognize
strengths in person(s)
Being present with person
Recognize the potential
fear, confusion, and self-
protection involved
Being comfortable =1JUN/big
pace based on the perscw's
process
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EMPOWERING PRACTICE
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Each of the following four (4) charts illustrates a specific basic
practice skill area. Specific components of the skill are listed
in the middle column. The last column offers ideas for enhancing
the skill area toward a more empowered process. The empowerment
skill process list is not complete. Consider what others you might
add as you read through each chart.

Skill Area Commonents of JJcill. mum=
for ?rootlet Ardia.igt. Learning 2=m

Contracting Clarifying Allow person to also
clarify understanding
Indicate what the
contract does not include

Restating Actively review what is
going on in your session
Have person repeat the
requirement(s) with words
of their own

Directing Direct person so they can
decide what needs to be

Create Options Use choice process
without making so
confusing that the choice
process becomes
unsuccessful
Exercise rationality in
developing options

Seek Consensus Enhance the democratic
process when possible
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CHART ES 3

Each of the following four (4) charts illustrates a specific basic
practice skill area. Specific components of the skill are listed
in the middle column. The last column offers ideas for enhancing
the skill area toward a more empowered process. The empowerment
skill process list is not complete. Consider what others you might
add as you read through each chart.

5X111-Ama Components of_sgill gmmusxmant
for Practice Arma_tax_Laarning =MAR

Boundaries Identifying

Clarifying

Maintaining

Changing

1602

Use mapping processes

Do drawings of family,
self, etc.

Identify/Support healthy
boundaries

Create experiments with
different boundary dhanges
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Each of these four (4) charts illustrates a specific basic practice

skill area. Specific components of the skill are listed in the

middle column. The last column offers ideas for enhancing the
skill area toward a more empowered process. The empowerment skill

process list is not complete. Consider what others you might add

as you read through each chart.

Skill,Area Components of Skill Emolument
for _Practice Armigx_Laarning Erman

Problem-solving Identify problems Use "case" examples that

process illustrate similar
problems

Assess immediate Teach person(s) how to

needs/concerns/ assess for themselves
issues Have person get input

of self and situation
from others

Evaluate situation Jointly identify blocks,
seriousness, etc.

Create plan for Have person develop plan
change with professional offering

realistic options
Plan in way for real, smill

successes

'?3
17

Have `fit' of change with
demands and realities
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Problem-solving Implement plan

Monitor plan

Evaluate plan

Professional attends to
process of change to
understand how change is
affecting or impinging
progress
Identify real progress
Accept disappointments
with person
Allow .person to face and
attempt consequences

Have format that person
can self-monitor
Discuss the frustration
often felt when change is
slower than expected
Indicate your own
monitoring process

Have person evaluate self
Review the entire process
to actualize the person's
capability to do on own
next time
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Instructions: Using the several pages of Chart BF
consider the following case situation.

Inctemirlwi4ow:

Jena, the Caseworker met the Alonzo family, a 4th generation
Spanish family, when the school reported suspected physical abuse
of their 6 year old daughter,- Lucille. Jena was only able to meet
Mts. Alonzo and Lucille for a short while to talk about the
reported abuse.

Jena learned that the family recently sought new housing and
clothing vouchers from their church as Mr. Alonzo's construction
job only employs him 2-3 days a week.

Mrs. Alonzo said very little in the interview and Lucille appeared
very frightened.

Guiding Questions:

1. What types of empowering processes in the interview
could Jena use to give strength to Mrs. Alonzo?

2. How do you believe that the interview experience
could be a positive one?

3. Should Jena consider empowering the child in this
interview process?
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After a second visit, Jena verbally made a contract with Mrs.
Alonzo that indicated that

1) Jena would explore job opportunity programs for Mr.
Alonzo

2) Jena's agency would invite Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo to a
special support and educational parenting group

3) Jena laid out a set of goals for the visits she and Mrs.
Alonzo would have

Guidfilg Questions:

1. Where are
contracting

2. How could
empowerment

the empowerment processes in this
process?

the contract process better use
skills?

CM rig C iEk court:, =lc i no, cs 1 srxnrt:

Jena looked with family at how they solved problems. She pointed
out other ways they could solve these problems though Jena realized
that the Alonzo family would have to take some special time to
learn better how to do this process.

Mr. Alonzo was less comfortable with this suggestion as he sees
himself as the one responsible for solving family problems.

Identify guiding questions yourself at this point.
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KEY POINTS IN THIS MODTJI.1E

1. Personal empowerment requires an awareness of

oneself and others and involves taking
responsibility to understand and do what must be
done for the well being of self and others.

2. Empowerment is a means- -a means of giving to
oneself and to others. No end pmoduct is

necessary.

3. Empowerment can raise people from despondency,
depression, oppression, a sense of isolation,
loneliness and other feelings of separate-ness.
Empowerment involves hopefulness and faith in

oneself and others.

4. Family empowerment involves family choice-making
and opportunities for family members to experience
affirmation of their worth and importance.

5. Family democracy is a process to empower family
members through open and active participation in
the on-going maintenance and growth of the family
and also offers family members rights and
responsibilities within the group.

6. Professional practice must find ways to improve its
professional skills so that more opportunities for
empowering people can occur. Empowerment practice
actually requires the fine-tuning of basic skills
not an entirely new set of skills.
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About empowering birth parents:

See a recent paper entitled "Empowering the Parents of

Children in Substitute Care: ATraining Model," by Mona S. Schatz

and William Bane, available through Colorado State University,

1989.

An annual bulletin on Empowerment and Faaily Support:

The Cornell Empowerment Project publishes a yearly newsletter

entitled "Networking...Bulletin, Empowerment & Family Support."

Volume I, Issues 1 and 2 (October 1989 and March 1990 respectively)

were helpful to the work in this module.

22
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zroamilmert CAstz
AND ME

EMPColi4MRMENT PROCES s

The following items are designed to assess your
satisfaction with the training as well as the
effectiveness of the training design and materials.
Please use the following scale and circlq your
response.

1 - not well addressed in the training
2 'int as adequately addressed as necessary
3 - adequate; given sufficient attention
4 - well addressed in the training
5 - very well addressed in the training

1. Through an individually-oriented
exercise, trainees will explore
aspects of individual empowerment. . .

2. Trainees will gain a deepened under-
standing of empowerment into family
processes using the concept of family
democracy.

3. Through a training materials and case
study, trainees will learn how people-
oriented skills can be more
empowering.

2 4

Not Well
Addressed

Very Well
Addressed

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5



B. The following items relate to program aspects of the training module. Please
rate these items on the following scale. Any additional comments are welcome
in the space provided after the question.

1 Very Poor
2 Poor
3 Adequate

4 - Good
5 Very Good

Yen' Very
Poor Poor Adequate Good Good

1. The length of the training 1 2 3 4 5
(Was the material covered in the
time allotted?)

2. Usefulness of training manual 1 2 3 4 5

3. Participant responsiveness 1 2 3 4 5

4. Your ability to participate
expressing your ideas, feelings,
and concerns 1 2 3 4 5

5. Your interest in the training
session 1 2 3 4 5

6. Your comprehension of the material
presented 1 2 3 4 5

COMMENTS: Please be specific:

C. We are interested in your feedback about our trainer, co-trainer(s). With
this feedback we can continue to improve our sessions.

I -Totally inadequate and ineffective
2 - Generally inadequate and ineffective
3 -.About half and half
4 - Usually adequate and effective
5 - Highly adequate and effective

Totally Highly
Ineffective/ Effective/
Inadequate 0 Adequate

1. Knowledge/mastery of the
subject matter 1 2 3 4 5

2. Preparation 1 2 3 4 5

3. Ability to communicate 1 2 3 4 5

4. Style of presentation 1 2 3 4 5

5. Enthusiasm/interest in
subject matter 1 2 3 4 5

6. Overall performance 1 2 3 4 5

7. Ability to facilitate 1 2 3 4 5

3
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S. In general, what would you identify as the strengths of traimer(s)?

9. In general, what would you identify as the deficiencies of
trainer(s)?

D. The training setting is obviously an important aspect of a sessions
success. We are interested in your feedback regarding the location,
room, etc., and again welcome any comments or suggestions.

Very Very
Poor Poor Adequate Good Good

1. Setting appropriate for
concentration, i.e.,
distraction, noise,
temperature. 1 2 3 4 5

2. -Setting conducive for
participation.

CONNERS: Please be specific:

1 2 3 4 5

E. Overall Comment: What could have been done differently to make the
training sessions more beneficial or helpful to you? (Please use back
of page if necessary).



I.D. #

FOSTER CARS DENOGRAPHICS

S. DIRECTIONS: Please fill in all blanks with information where needed or
circle the correct number where several choices are provided on the next
two pages.

1. Last 4 #'s of Social Security #

2. Circle correct role: 1. worker 2. foster parent
3. Other (please specify)

3. Date -_ - -
4. County

5. Circle gender: 1. Male 2. Female

6. Circle racial background: 1. Hispanic
2. Black, not of

Hispanic origin
3. Asian-American

4. American Indian
5. White, not of

Hispanic origin
6. Other:

7. Age

B. Are you (please circle one): 1. Married 2. Separated 3. Single

9. Number of birth & adopted female children

10. Number of birth & adopted male children

11. Circle age group of
birth & adopted
children:

1. all under 5
2. all under 10
3. all under 15
4. all under 18

5. ell over 18
6. some under 18 &

others over 18
7. none

12. Highest level of formal education: (please circle one)

1. some high school
2. high school graduate
3. some college

4. college graduate
5. Master's degree or higher

13. Within the past year, have you participated in any other foster care
training other than Colorado State's Fostering Families?

1. yes 2. no

Thank yam for your help! Your feedbadk is important for our continuin#
improvement of the Fostering Families project.

PLEASE cantos TO THE slur PACE

if 3



F. DIRECTIONS: Finally! Complete max the section 'Mich refers to you as
either a natter Care Parent or Foster Care Worker.

FOSTER CABE PARENT SECTIMI

14. What type of agency are you employed or licensed through?

1. County Department of Social Services 4. Indian/Tribel
2. Private Child Placing Agency 5. Other (please specify)

(please specify)
3. Both County Department of Social

Services and Private.

15. Total # of children presently in home

16. Number of foster female children

17. Number of foster male children

18. Circle age group of 1. all under 5 6. some under 18 6
foster children: 2. all under 10. some over 18

3. all under 15 7. no children now
4. all under 18 8. not yet foster parents
5. all over 18 9. other

19. Is at least one parent in the home providing parenting and supervision?
1. Yes 2. No, Parent(s) have work responsibilities outside of the home.

20. Length of involvement as foster family: years

21. Number of foster children for which licensed

22. Total number of foster children since being a foster parent

23. Circle general age groups of foster children you have served;

1. 0 - 24 mos. 4. 0 - 18 years
2. 1 - 6 years 5. 0 - 21 years
3. 0 - 12 years 6. short term/emergency

FOSTER CARE WORKER SECTION

24. What type of agency are you employed or licensed through?

1. County Department of Social Services 3. Indian/Tribal
2. Private Child Placing Agency 4. Other

(please specify) (please specify)

25. Are you currently employed as a foster care worker? 1. Yes 2. No

26. Length of time in current agency years

27. Current title: 1. Caseworker I
2. Caseworker II
3. Caseworker III
4. Supervisor I

5. Supervisor II
6. Foster Case Trainer
7. Other (specify)

28. Length of time in current position years

29. Length of time in protective services/foster care unit years

28 34


